
Chapter 1

“ORGANIZING” THE LABOR MARKET 
IN THE DYNAMIC KAISERREICH

�

In the years before World War I, Germany’s highest authorities and major po-
litical parties made no secret of their intention to assume public control of the 
labor market. A Job Placement law passed unanimously by the Reichstag in 1910 
decisively tilted the balance against commercial job-placement agencies and in 
favor of public labor offi  ces. Th e Minister of the Interior explained the ultimate 
purpose of the law’s stipulation that private agencies would only receive a license 
if no adequate public offi  ce existed in the area: “Th is requirement will mean that 
in the course of time private job placement will become ever rarer and in its 
place public offi  ces dedicated to the general welfare will become ever stronger 
and eventually achieve predominance.”1 Th is milestone on the road to national 
“organization” of the labor market came about only after a development that 
began decades earlier with grassroots, heterogeneous eff orts to confront problems 
in Germany’s rapidly expanding industrial economy. In that development, the 
1890s were a turning point, as control of the labor market now became a vital 
stake in the political struggles between agriculture and industry and between 
employers and unions.

Germany’s First Economic Miracle

Germany’s dynamic economic growth around the turn of the twentieth century 
set the stage for all that followed with the Labor Administration. Already expand-
ing since the 1850s, Germany’s economy grew even more rapidly, though un-
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evenly, in the decades after unifi cation. Particularly in the twenty years between 
1895 and the outbreak of the Great War, Germany experienced nearly uninter-
rupted growth at an unprecedented rate. In this “fi rst economic miracle,”2 the 
country’s GDP increased by an average of 3.2 percent annually, which resulted in 
an economy nearly 90 percent bigger in 1913 than it had been just two decades 
earlier.3 With a growth rate second only to that of the other major rising power, 
the United States of America, Germany, by the turn of the century, was chal-
lenging England for second place among the great economic powers. While the 
agricultural sector itself became more productive, it was industrial expansion, at 
a 4 percent annual rate, that fueled this growth. Already in the 1890s, industry 
and crafts surpassed agriculture in terms of gross value produced. In the words of 
a heated contemporary debate, Germany was fast turning from an “agrarian” to 
an “industrial state.”4

Th is economic transition and expansion occurred, however, by no means 
smoothly. Sharp downturns interrupted the general upward trend. Undoubtedly, 
the most severe downturn occurred in the two decades after the stock market 
crash of 1873. Th e years of zero or even negative growth were particularly fre-
quent in the decade between 1873 and 1882. While it is now widely recognized 
that the period from the mid 1870s to the mid 1890s cannot be described in 
terms of a “great depression,” as an earlier generation of historians postulated,5 
there can be no doubt that this period had a profound psychological eff ect on 
many Germans. Th e cycles of growth punctuated by sharp slowdowns and even 
occasional declines of production, stock collapses, and spikes of unemployment 
helped shake the confi dence in the idea, never widely or fi rmly held in Germany 
in any case, that the free market could regulate itself. Th ey greatly strengthened 
the hand of those calling for a greater public role in economic aff airs. Among 
employers, the instability contributed to eff orts to minimize risk through cartels 
and employer organizations.

Even the years of extremely rapid, nearly uninterrupted, expansion from 1895 
to 1914, while boosting Germans’ confi dence (and even feelings of superiority), 
could not eliminate that potential sense of insecurity. Th e very success of most of 
the period made the few setbacks seem all the more unsettling. Relatively short, 
mild recessions in 1900–1902 and 1907–1908 sparked exaggerated, gloom-
laden reactions.6 Th ese shocking reminders of the economy’s vulnerability would 
strengthen the movement that arose before the war to bring the labor market 
under public control.

In addition to this interruption of rapid overall growth by occasional down-
turns, diff erences in sectoral growth rates were another salient feature of the 
Kaiserreich’s economy. Agriculture’s aforementioned loss of relative position to 
industry and craft production was but the most general of these shifts. Within 
manufacturing itself, the varying fortunes of and within the sectors had signifi -
cant political, economic, and also intellectual ramifi cations. Th e broad category 
of Handwerk, encompassing craft enterprises from the one-man or family bakery 
to machine-building fi rms with dozens of journeymen and apprentices, experi-
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enced a range of fates. Craftsmen who competed directly with industrial enter-
prises, such as cobblers, suff ered a steady decline. Th ose, however, who could 
compete on quality or who complemented industry in various ways, for example, 
in repair work, survived and often even thrived.7

Still, even if Handwerk as a whole did not decline, and in fact expanded, like 
agriculture, it too faced a relative loss of importance. Th e fastest growing, increas-
ingly dominant sector of the economy was large-scale industry. Mining and iron 
and steelmaking, aided by political-territorial gains after the Franco-Prussian war, 
technological breakthroughs, and the seemingly insatiable demand for the build-
ing blocks of the newly united nation’s infrastructure, grew at prodigious rates.8 
More dynamic still were the largely export-oriented fi rms of the “second indus-
trial revolution” in chemicals and electrical products, along with the engineering 
sector. In the last two decades before the war, innovations by BASF, Hoechst, 
Bayer, and numerous smaller fi rms in such processes as artifi cial dies and phar-
maceuticals propelled the chemicals industry to more than an annual 6 percent 
growth rate.9 After Siemens’ breakthrough in the long distance transmission of 
electricity around 1890 opened the door to the widespread dissemination of elec-
trical generators, machines, and appliances, the electrical industry experienced a 
massive boom. Exports drove the explosive growth of the machinery industry. 
In the two decades between 1893 and 1913, these grew ten-fold,10 vaulting the 
sector into fi rst place in this regard. Firms’ revenues in its core area, machine tool 
production, soared more than 200 percent between 1897 and 1912.11 Th is most 
dynamic of German industries would play a key role in launching the country’s 
vocational training system, as we will see in the next chapter.

Despite the expectations of many political economists at the time and the 
assessments of later historians, German industry’s growth in the decades around 
1900 followed no simple pattern, for example, with large-scale enterprises invari-
ably squeezing out medium- and small-sized fi rms.12 Not only did parts of Hand-
werk manage to stay afl oat, adapt, and even fl ourish. Industry proper, as recent 
scholarship has shown, varied greatly according to region and structure. Th e large 
fi rms in the mining, iron, and steel producing sectors often pursued “autarkic” 
policies in relatively infrastructure-weak regions, and some companies in chemi-
cal manufacturing, electrical manufacturing, and machine building did the same 
as well. But many of the latter, especially in machine-building, where the borders 
with Handwerk were fl uid, thrived in regions of decentralized production with 
traditions of cooperation and political provision of infrastructure.13 Th e open-
ended nature of Germany’s industrial development left room, then, for infl uences 
from interest groups and governments.

Wilhelmine Germany’s rapid industrial growth not only added to the coun-
try’s overall wealth and began to overturn the previous balance among economic 
sectors, it also provoked a massive, unprecedented redistribution of Germany’s 
workforce. Germany’s burgeoning new factories and companies and even whole 
new industries exerted enough of a demand for workers to redirect the fl ood of 
Germans emigrees, who since the early decades of the century had sought to es-
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cape crushing rural poverty and dissolving social ties at home by going overseas. 
Instead, by the 1890s, an even greater number of Germans were migrating inter-
nally. Between 1880 and 1914, in the “greatest mass-movement of German his-
tory,”14 millions of Germans moved within the Empire’s borders, overwhelmingly 
from rural regions in the east to the burgeoning industrial centers around Berlin 
and the Rhine and Ruhr rivers.15 Th is fl ight from the land, as worried observers 
called it, changed the basic composition of the German workforce, turning mil-
lions of former peasants or farmhands into factory workers. Whereas in 1882, 42 
percent of the workforce had been in agriculture and only 35 percent in industry, 
25 years later the proportions were more than reversed, with only 28 percent in 
agriculture and 42 percent in industry.16 Th e growth of employment within in-
dustry was not evenly distributed, but occurred at the fastest rates within “metal 
working,” which included electrical products and machinery. Siemens-Schuck-
ert, for example, one of the two leading electrical products companies in the 
country, expanded its workforce between 1890 and 1913 nearly twenty-fold.17 If 
the metal-working sector had employed 356,000 workers, or 5.6 percent of the 
industrial workforce, in 1882, on the eve of World War I, its 1.9 million workers 
constituted 17 percent of the industrial labor force, making it the single largest 
sector in industry.18 Machine-building, in particular, showed a peculiar dynamic. 
One of the fastest growing sectors in terms of output, it relied less than other 
burgeoning fi elds on increased energy and capital inputs and more on a rapidly 
expanding workforce. Between 1895 and 1907, the number of employees in the 
machine-building industry more than doubled from 443,000 to 908,000.19

Th is economic dynamism, though not alone and not always immediately, un-
derlay the widely held feeling in Wilhelmine Germany that many realms were in 
a state of fl ux. Everything from politics to economics itself to social relations and 
culture seemed to require, depending on one’s point of view, defense, reform or 
overturning.20

Finding Jobs, Finding Workers

Germany’s dynamic economic growth after 1870 posed challenges for workers 
and employers, while the accompanying waves of migration and urbanization 
seemed to threaten public order. People seeking jobs, especially immigrants from 
the countryside, needed help fi nding positions amidst the confusion of new 
kinds of work and in unfamiliar settings. Many depended simply on the haphaz-
ard method of “knocking on the factory gate” or gathering at informal “open air 
labor markets.”21 Firms needed to fi ll their expanding workforces; municipali-
ties had to manage the diffi  culties posed by unprecedented urbanization. In re-
sponse, a variety of forces sprang up in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
at fi rst mainly at the local level, to organize job fi nding and worker selection. 
Th ese ranged from commercial agencies and newspaper ads to craft-, union-, and 
industry-run labor exchanges, and philanthropic and municipal offi  ces. Before 
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1914, however, assisted job-placements of whatever kind still made up prob-
ably less than half of all job entries, and perhaps far less than that.22 So while 
the trend, especially from the 1890s, was away from diverse local solutions to a 
narrower range of more comprehensive ones, and ultimately to public control, 
before the war the organization of the labor market still aff ected only a minority 
of people looking for work.

Commercial agencies placed more people in work than any other kind of 
offi  ce, though their preeminence faced increasingly severe challenges from the 
mid 1890s onward. Th e liberal Trade Regulations of 1869 had freed commercial 
job-placement agencies from state regulation, and their numbers grew rapidly, 
particularly in the big cities. Th ese Makler spanned the range from large estab-
lishments with comfortable offi  ces and large staff , to one-man operations based 
in train stations where immigrants from the countryside set their fi rst foot in the 
cities. In 1894, the more than 5,000 such agencies in Prussia accounted for nearly 
two-thirds of all registered job-placements.23 Between 1895 and 1907, the num-
ber of commercial agencies in the entire Reich rose from 6,077 to 7,205.24 No 
data exists on the number of placements they performed in Germany as a whole; 
however, reports from Bavaria and Baden indicate that the commercial agen-
cies were able to maintain, or even slightly increase, the number of job-seekers 
they placed.25 By now, however, tough legal controls and the fl ourishing of other 
forms of job-placement agencies had almost certainly reduced the commercial 
enterprises’ share of all placements.

A variety of non-commercial services competed with the commercial agencies. 
Th e single most important kind of non-commercial exchange and the only one 
aside from the employer exchanges eventually to achieve more than a 10 percent 
share was the public municipal labor offi  ce. Of all the public and non-commercial 
bodies, municipal associations and governments were closest to the front lines 
of upheaval caused by industrialization, migration, and economic liberalization. 
Even before rapid industrialization changed the nature of work and created new 
challenges for city governments, the ending of restrictions on immigration to 
cities—in Prussia in 1810, and in the rest of Germany later, generally in the 
1850s and 1860s—exposed them to burdens for which they were ill-prepared. 
In the fastest growing regions of the Rhine-Ruhr area, the onrush of job-seekers 
now burst the limits of old communities and even spawned brand new urban 
settlements.26

Before industrialization began to absorb great numbers of workers in the 1870s 
and 1880s, the fl ood of rural paupers and urban dispossessed seeking work or aid 
in the cities overwhelmed municipal budgets. Poor relief—the usual measure 
in response to unemployment—was the responsibility of the local community. 
Th is fi nancial burden, which became especially acute during economic down-
turns, would provide a major incentive for municipal authorities to establish 
labor exchanges and other services to complement or replace individuals’ inde-
pendent searches for work. Such fi scal crises, in combination with the Bürgertum’s 
growing concerns about the revolutionary implications of the “worker question,” 
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further energized urban reform movements that were already promoting civic 
improvements.27

Bürgerlich associations pioneered the development of neutral, non-specialized la-
bor exchanges. Even before 1848, humanitarian associations in Dresden, Leipzig, 
Dusseldorf, and Frankfurt an der Oder had begun to try to match job-seekers 
with employers. Above all, they dealt with indigent and unskilled workers—a de-
fi ning characteristic of the municipal labor offi  ces well into the twentieth century. 
Th eir basic method was to collect lists of openings and available workers, who 
were referred in the order of their appearance. In contrast to these philanthropic, 
middle-class undertakings, the establishment in 1865 of a labor exchange offi  ce 
in Stuttgart by the joint eff ort of employers and workers’ association signaled the 
possibility of new organizational forms.28 It was only thirty years later, however, 
that other cities would begin to adopt Stuttgart’s parity-model. Until the 1890s, 
then, an array of commercial, philanthropic, municipal, and other organizations 
played a limited role in matching workers and jobs.

Th e Politics of the Labor Market

Th e 1890s, it is now widely agreed among historians, opened a tumultuous new 
chapter in the Kaiserreich’s history.29 After another wrenching recession at the be-
ginning of the decade, the economy in 1895 entered a twenty-year phase of un-
precedented, booming growth. Emigration overseas dwindled to a trickle, while 
the stream of migrants into and between cities swelled to a fl ood. Managing 
these fl ows became a matter of public order. Politics, too, came to be played in a 
new key. Economic interests—the Social Democrats (SPD) and socialist unions, 
especially after the lapsing of the Anti-Socialist law in 1890, employers’ organiza-
tions, peasant leagues, a revived Handwerk movement, and others—mobilized as 
never before to infl uence ministerial bureaucracies, the Reichstag, and the public 
sphere. Th e end of Bismarck’s long domination of German politics in 1890 and 
the rise of young Kaiser Wilhelm II, who promised a “new course” in social 
policy, also contributed to the mounting hope—or fear—of dynamic change and 
impending choices for the country.30 Not coincidentally, the 1890s were also a 
turning point for the organization of the labor market. Control of the workforce 
became the object of multifaceted political contention, while urban reformers 
and elements of state and national government promoted a burgeoning move-
ment to bring the labor market under public control.

From the 1890s onward, contention over the labor market became engulfed in 
the increasingly confrontational struggle between business and labor. Th e growing 
size and assertiveness of the socialist movement after the end of the discrimina-
tory legislation, the backlash by employers, and, after 1895, growing labor short-
ages made control of jobs and workers a volatile issue. Unions and employers’ 
organizations were interested in establishing labor offi  ces for the sake of their 
respective members, but also for the purpose of gaining leverage over the op-
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posing camp. In contrast to the municipal labor offi  ces, which overwhelmingly 
served low or unskilled workers, both the unions’ and the employers’ bureaus 
placed skilled workers.

Since their inception in the 1860s and 1870s, labor unions had recognized the 
potential political role of labor offi  ces. It was only after their reorganization in 
1889 and the lapsing of the Anti-Socialist law in 1890, however, that the unions 
began to establish labor exchanges in greater numbers.31

Soon, employers and their associations were founding labor exchanges at an 
even faster rate. Th ey thus responded both to the political threat from potential 
union control of the labor supply and to the general problem of securing a stable 
and capable workforce in times of mounting labor scarcity and high turnover 
rates. Th e fi rst employers’ labor exchange conference, in 1901, identifi ed a “well-
trained, reliable, and capable labor force that is as little subject to fl uctuation 
as possible, as an absolute necessity of an industrial economy.”32 By 1904, the 
employer exchanges had garnered a 21.1 percent share of the non-commercial 
placements, nearly double the union fi gure of 10.9 percent. Eight years later, the 
employers’ proportion had grown substantially, to 33.5 percent, drawing them 
nearly even with the leading share of the public municipal exchanges (36.1 per-
cent), while the union exchanges had slipped to 9.8 percent.33 In the face of these 
trends, the unions around the turn of the century abandoned their aspiration 
one day to have sole control of all labor exchanges and accepted exchanges run 
jointly with employers as the best they could expect to achieve. Around the same 
time, the Social Democrats in the Reichstag began demanding the establishment 
of a national labor offi  ce (Reichsarbeitsamt) to centralize control of public labor 
exchanges.

Th is confl ict between the two industrial camps was not the only political strug-
gle for control of labor. Agrarian interests, which themselves had become better 
organized in this period, especially with the founding of the Agrarian League 
in 1893, saw it as a matter of collective life and death. Th e migration of hun-
dreds of thousands of former agricultural laborers to the booming industrial cit-
ies deprived agriculture of suffi  cient hands. Much of the blame for this “people 
shortage” was placed by agriculture on ostensibly unscrupulous commercial job-
placement fi rms and agents, who lured people from the land with false promises. 
Farm interests responded by establishing more agricultural placement agencies, 
though this proved slow going.34 Above all, they attacked their putative adversar-
ies: in 1894, the German Agricultural Council launched the fi rst salvo in what 
would become a fi fteen-year campaign by agricultural interests to impose restric-
tions on, and even eliminate, commercial agencies.35

Public Infl uence in the Labor Market

Finally, the other major eff ort of this decade to “organize” the labor market op-
posed both partisanship and commercialism. Th e municipal labor exchange move-
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ment that took off  in the early 1890s hoped to replace employers’ labor exchanges 
as well as commercial agencies with neutral public offi  ces. Th e immediate inspira-
tion for the surge in founding municipal labor exchanges emerged from a crisis of 
public order. Th e economic downturn that began in 1890, which placed munici-
pal poor-relief budgets under severe strain, made cities amenable to new thinking 
about addressing economic and social challenges. Riots by unemployed Berlin-
ers in February 1892 even had been addressed by the Prussian cabinet, which 
encouraged the local labor offi  ce to try to place the unemployed in agricultural 
jobs.36 Th is Prussian pressure, in turn, may have inspired the head of the Berlin 
offi  ce, Richard Freund, to send copies of its annual report to all of the major 
towns of the country as encouragement to set up their own labor exchanges.37

Th e German Bürgertum and its response to modernization have been the fo-
cus of intense historiographic debates and revisions for at least three decades.38 
While some scholars continue to describe urban citizens as purely defensive and 
backward looking, detailed case studies of nineteenth century German cities have 
built a convincing case for viewing urban citizens as actively, if cautiously, shap-
ing the new conditions.39 A common feature of the cities under study was that 
the local elites and broader middle classes did not simply reject the encroach-
ments brought about by the end of the political ancien régime and by industri-
alization, but rather drew on local traditions to strike their own balance between 
change and stability. In regard to social policy, in particular, there is ample evi-
dence that many German urban middle classes engaged with the challenges of 
industrialization. Th anks to their restricted franchises, German city governments 
were still dominated by the middle and upper classes long after manhood suff rage 
had been introduced in Reichstag elections. Feeling less threatened by the rise 
of the socialists than did their counterparts in the Reichstag, Bürger-dominated 
administrations turned their cities into a “fi eld of experimentation for the emerg-
ing interventionist state.”40 Th e sheer numbers seem to bear this out, however 
crudely. Over the course of the Kaiserreich, cities’ expenditures rose eleven-fold, 
and in the two decades before World War I, their budgets grew considerably 
faster than those of either the states or the national government.41 Numerous 
foreigners came away highly impressed by German cities. British and US social 
reformers such as William Dawson and Frederic Howe sang eff usive praises to 
their administrations and social policies.42 Offi  cial delegations, including ones 
by William Beveridge, Lloyd George, and Winston Churchill in 1907 and 1908, 
often returned home with specifi c new inspirations for municipal reform.43

In the early 1890s, national politics established propitious conditions for 
urban reformers to expand public involvement in the labor market. Th e 1893 
elections to the Reichstag, in which the SPD increased its number of seats from 
35 to 44, seemed to indicate the failure of the Emperor’s New Course to un-
dermine support for the socialists—and hence the need for a new tack. Social 
reformers in Frankfurt am Main took the initiative, thereby sparking a broader, 
national movement to found municipal offi  ces. Th e western German city had 
pioneered municipal reforms since the 1870s.44 In October 1893, the Frankfurt 
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reformers invited leading men of business, labor, communal politics, and social 
science from across Germany to discuss “unemployment and labor exchanges 
in industrial and commercial cities.”45 A unanimous declaration at the end of 
the conference called for setting up labor exchanges by communities, regular 
contact among the exchanges, free service, and equal representation of labor-
ers and employers on a supervisory board—the parity arrangement pioneered 
by Stuttgart in 1865.46 Urban reformers would contribute various impulses to 
the Labor Administration, including their emphasis on the central importance 
of vocation (as we will see in chapter 2). At the conception of the national move-
ment to create public labor offi  ces in 1893, however, other concerns were para-
mount. As the inspiration for the conference—worries about the fi nancial and 
social implications of signifi cant unemployment—and the principle of labor-
capital parity adopted there suggested, maintaining public order and tamping 
down political confl ict were priorities.

Within a year of the Frankfurt conference, Esslingen, Heilbronn, Erfurt, El-
berfeld, and Trier all had implemented the recommendations,47 and within sev-
 eral years, more than fi fty cities had followed suit. By 1912, 44 percent of Ger-
man cities with more than 10,000 inhabitants had their own Arbeitsnachweis.48 
Some were organized on a parity-basis, with workers and employers having an 
equal number of seats on the supervisory boards, while others were run purely 
as public offi  ces. In the same year, the public exchanges accounted for a third of 
all non-commercial job-placements, putting them in fi rst place just ahead of the 
burgeoning employer offi  ces.49 Th e model recommended at the Frankfurt con-
ference and implemented in the following years would become the basis, at the 
municipal level, for the national system of labor and vocational counseling offi  ces 
established after World War I.

Th e municipal offi  cials who established these local exchanges also followed 
another principle advocated at Frankfurt. Th ey began to connect the local ex-
changes to each other in regional and statewide networks, with the aim of facili-
tating workers’ movement between high and low unemployment areas. Networks 
were established in Baden in 1896, in the Rhine-Main area in 1898, for Bavaria 
in 1900, and for Th uringia, East Prussia, and Posen in 1913. Before the outbreak 
of war, nearly all of the regions of Germany were covered by at least regional 
labor exchange networks.50 From 1897 onward, Ignatz Jastrow, an associate pro-
fessor at the University of Berlin and leftist editor of the leading reform journal 
Social Practice, began to compile statistics from the numerous labor exchanges 
in order to obtain the fi rst statistical record of the labor market for the entire 
nation.51 Early in the process of coordination, in 1898, a national association of 
labor exchanges was founded and began publishing its own journal, Th e Labor 
Market.52

Th e regional, and especially the national, labor exchange associations created 
by 1900 brought together academics and municipal reformers.53 Initially, one of 
their main goals was to improve the fl ow of information about labor market con-
ditions. Periodic economic crises, such as the recession just after the turn of the 
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century, in which some regions had very high unemployment while others barely 
suff ered, galvanized the associations toward greater centralization of data.54 Th e 
associations also acted as political lobbies and conduits to authorities in Berlin 
for public labor exchanges. Th e statistical reporting to the Imperial Bureau and 
a small grant from the Reich Interior Ministry established the fi rst offi  cial ties 
in 1903.55 A couple of years later, the Association of German Labor Exchanges 
would play a very vocal and infl uential role in the campaign for a law restricting 
commercial placement agencies. Yet before the war, regional and national asso-
ciations hardly facilitated interregional labor placements.56 Th e daily business of 
matching men and jobs remained a local aff air.

Social Reformers and State Interventions: 
Th e Appeal of “Organization”

Th e seminal Frankfurt conference of 1893 and subsequent grassroots organizing 
revealed connections between municipal social policy and two other important 
contexts: Germany’s vibrant social reform movements and Prussian and national 
government interventions in the economy. Of course, the distinctions between 
the three realms are in many ways artifi cial ones. Frankfurt’s reforms, for example, 
inspired numerous other cities and infl uenced the national debate about the so-
cial question at least as much as did the writings of the “socialists of the lectern.” 
Th e city’s offi  cials, such as the mayors Johannes Miquel and Franz Adickes, and 
administrator Karl Flesch, and philanthropists, preeminently Wilhelm Merton, 
pioneered the local public provision of medical care and housing, as well as the 
institution of industrial courts to bring workers and employers together to adju-
dicate their confl icts. By taking such steps as setting up the Association of Ger man 
Industrial Courts in 1892 and hosting the seminal conference on labor exchanges 
the following year, Frankfurt’s reformers helped to build national structures from 
the bottom up. Merton’s Institute for Public Welfare, its national progeny, and 
his leading reform journal Social Practice shaped the national debate about social 
policy.

Social reformers engaged not only in “anti-politics,” as Kevin Repp has argued; 
many sat in Berlin ministries with their hands on or at least near the levers of 
power. A review of social reform ideas and state policies will help us better under-
stand how the various local responses to the turbulent labor market, and political 
battles over it, were channeled in particular directions and became national policy. 
As a comparison of this section on the theme of “organization” and the follow-
ing chapter’s treatment of the contrasting paradigm of individual improvement 
suggests, scholarship on German social policy has focused on one dichotomy of 
social reform while overlooking another of at least equal importance.

Recent scholarship in these fi elds has revealed not only the vibrancy of think-
ing about social reform in Wilhelmine Germany, but also the power of ideas to 
shape policy. Concerned less with fi nding antecedents to Nazism than earlier 
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gen erations of scholars were, Kevin Repp, Rüdiger vom Bruch, Franz Josef Steg-
mann, Renate Zitt, Gangolf Hübinger, Manfred Hettling, and others have ex-
plored the vast, fl ourishing landscape of reform groups, thinkers, and advocates.57 
Th ese groups varied greatly in scope—from the narrowly focused Garden City 
associations to the Association for Social Policy and Society for Social Reform, 
whose names revealed the breadth of their concerns. In their philosophical prov-
enance as well, they were quite distinct, with Catholic (Worker Welfare, Caritas) 
and Protestant (Inner Mission, Evangelical-Social Congress) groups operating 
alongside, and often competing with, secular-academic ones (the Association for 
Social Policy, the Society for Social Reform). Th e walls separating Germany’s dif-
ferent “milieus,” for example the one between Protestants and Catholics, often 
remained high.58

Nonetheless, the impermeability of the milieus, especially between the bürger-
liche groups, can be exaggerated. Another approach by scholars has discerned 
“camps” defi ned primarily by their common enemies and bringing together sev -
eral milieus.59 Uniting nearly all of the middle-class reformers was the goal of 
staving off  the radical break of a socialist revolution. From the 1890s, when com-
mercial and military rivalries with European powers and the US escalated, poten-
tial foreign enemies joined the domestic ones. Many reformers now began to see 
their task in terms of promoting national fi tness as well.60

Beyond the perception of a common foe, as Kevin Repp has convincingly 
shown, deep-seated assumptions and aspirations often bridged ostensible divides, 
channeling reformers’ thoughts and actions in the same direction.61 Indeed, as 
we suggest in this section and in the following chapter, common ideas—visions 
of desirable and achievable ends and paradigms of the best means—could prove 
to be just as powerful and long-lived as milieus or enemies in forging working 
coalitions. Like gravity, the force of ideas was not always perceptible over short 
distances or times, but formative in the long term.

Perhaps the most infl uential of the ideas relevant to solving Germany’s social 
problem around the turn of the century was that of “organization.” A sense of in-
evitability pervaded this line of thinking. Surveying the “new German economy” 
of mammoth businesses and bureaucracies, the infl uential left liberal reformer 
Friedrich Naumann, who hoped to preserve “individuality,” nonetheless descried 
(and even welcomed) the coming trend.

All relations are pervaded by the thought of organization, that is, the regulation of the 

masses. It will be a man’s pride to belong to great associations, societies, unions, syndicates, 

to serve in great enterprises, to be drawn into extended ties. Often this pride is mixed with 

a painful look back to past times, when the individual by himself meant something. But 

what’s the use?62

If organization would dominate, as Naumann and many others were certain, 
the most important remaining question was what exactly this entailed. A com-
mon distinction since the 1860s in regard to the social question was that between 
“state-help” and “self-help,” i.e., worker cooperatives and unions. Th e premier 
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social reform group, the Association for Social Policy, was divided precisely along 
these lines, with the dominant wing under Gustav Schmoller and Adolf Wagner 
favoring some kind of “state socialism” and a minority around Lujo Brentano 
advocating worker associations. Naumann himself suggested a symbiosis of the 
principles of “monarchy” and “democracy.”63 Beyond the common sense of in-
evitability of organization, each of its two variants tapped into powerful faiths of 
the time: science and democracy, respectively.

Th e technocratic fascination with centralized knowledge and control in the 
decades around 1900 had many roots and could be found in all advanced coun-
tries.64 Germany’s deep Cameralist tradition predisposed its academics, bureau-
crats, and reformers to be especially fond of informed administrative control.65 
For the generation that came of age after 1870, in particular, recent discoveries 
and trends exalted their confi dence in centralized knowledge.66 Th e development 
of correlational methods in statistics promised to illuminate previously unsus-
pected causal connections. Th e dramatic growth in these years of statistical sur-
veys as a research method attested to the hunger for more, and more reliable, 
information about all manner of social conditions.67 In addition to economics 
and statistics, fi elds focusing more directly on human nature and behavior, above 
all physiology, anthropology, and psychology, fl ourished as well.68 Th e explana-
tions of social problems off ered by these sciences shifted responsibility for parlous 
conditions from the individual’s failure or God’s plan to causes that often were 
amenable to relief. Education, living conditions, and hygiene might be improved; 
even cases with ostensibly hereditary origins might be dealt with more eff ectively. 
In each of these areas, discoveries of apparent causal regularities inspired growing 
confi dence—and often overconfi dence—in how much further research might 
uncover. Especially for the Protestant educated middle class (Bildungsbürgertum), 
among whom traditional religiosity was eroding, science was becoming an ersatz 
faith.69

Th ese advances were but one part of the march of science in the late nine-
teenth century. Scientifi c truths, it seemed, were building toward a single, unifi ed 
picture of the world; in time, nothing would be left unaccounted.70 Seeking a 
total grasp of reality had become plausible, and, indeed, obligatory.

Real triumphs of centralized organization both reinforced this “cult of sci-
ence”71 and manifested its practical utility. Th e young German Reich had been 
busy since 1871 asserting sovereign control: unifying laws, institutions, and bu-
reaucracies. In the economic sphere, as Alfred Chandler has argued in the case 
of the US, the creation and operation of the massive infrastructure of a national 
railroad system required coordination on an unprecedented scale, with ramifi ca-
tions in numerous other spheres.72 Th ese organizational triumphs by railways 
and business corporations inspired a widespread confi dence in planning per se.73 
Refl ecting the intense interest in centralizing knowledge and control, the US 
engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor’s paeans to “scientifi c management” were 
translated quickly into German and published in multiple editions in the years 
before World War I.74 If Germany continued to import theories of centralized 
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“organization,” it was already exporting practical applications. A young Winston 
Churchill returned highly impressed from a visit there in 1908 and recommended 
that the Liberal Party subscribe to Germany’s principles of “social organization” 
and “network of State intervention and regulation.”75

Enlightened central control found eager advocates throughout the German 
social reform world. Within city governments, experts increasingly displaced lo-
cal notables from the 1890s, which was part of the broader transformation and 
intensifi cation of German politics referred to earlier.76 In Frankfurt am Main, for 
example, the Institute for Public Welfare, founded in 1890 by the industrialist 
Wilhelm Merton, provided a platform for myriad social science inspired reform 
endeavors.77 Many of these had an impact far beyond the western German city. 
For example, the Institute’s journal Social Practice became one of the leading fo-
rums of the national reform debate after its founding in 1897.

Nonetheless, it was among the academics and other Bildungsbürger leading 
the national reform groups that the enthusiasm for expert knowledge and cen-
tralization was most palpable.78 Th e strongest faction among the “socialists of the 
lectern,” that faction who in 1872 founded the Association for Social Policy, be-
lieved their investigations would contribute to a “rationally steered” and just so-
lution of the social question.79 According to Schmoller, only the leadership of the 
“monarchy and civil service … these most appropriate representatives of the idea 
of the state, the only neutral elements in the social class war,” operating under 
the rule of law and in combination with the “best elements of parliamentarism,” 
could hope to solve the social question.80 From the 1890s onward, as the po-
litical confl icts over economic and welfare policy mounted, the drift of thought 
within the Association and many other reform organizations moved steadily in 
the direction of public, “neutral” control. In the years just before the war, senior 
members of the Association were pushing to have private entrepreneurs replaced 
by public offi  cials.81

Alongside centralized control, advocates of working class “self-help,” such as 
Lujo Brentano, embodied the other major strand of organizational thinking. Like 
its state-centered counterpart, the idea of collective self-help had many roots. Th e 
German Bürgertum’s own history and values provided important supports. Each 
of the two major confessions esteemed community for its own reasons. For Prot-
estantism, the communal ideal was ultimately rooted in the Reformation prin-
ciple of a “priesthood of all believers.”82 Since the Enlightenment and the growth 
of liberal Protestantism (Kulturprotestantismus), the association and cooperation 
of free individuals for common purposes, as manifested in the explosive growth 
of associations (Vereine) during the nineteenth century, became one of the pillars 
of Protestant identity.83 In social policy, the Protestant emphasis on self-guided 
cooperation could be found at the center of the thinking of both the moderate, 
infl uential government offi  cial and leading fi gure of the Inner Mission Th eodor 
Lohmann and the more charismatic “reform entrepreneur” Friedrich Naumann. 
Both men thought that “democratizing” factories and the economy generally was 
necessary to bring social peace.84
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Among Catholics, similar ideas about collective self-help were gaining ground, 
as part of a broader reorientation of thought. Catholic social doctrine had long 
revolved around the principles of solidarity and subsidiarity,85 but, in the late 
nineteenth century, thinking about community emphasized new, smaller units. 
Under the infl uence of neighboring Belgian and French liberal Catholic thought 
and the dramatic industrialization of the last third of the century, leading Rhine-
land Catholics such as Georg von Hertling and Franz Hitze repudiated the con-
servative emphasis on the sole importance of good morals and the restoration of 
an entirely corporatist social order. Instead, they accepted a capitalist, industrial 
society and worked out the details of a moderate welfare state. Groups such as 
Worker Welfare, founded by Catholic employers in 1880, and the Popular As-
sociation for Catholic Germany, founded as a mass organization a decade later, 
agitated for various measures to allow workers to improve their own lot in a 
capitalist order. Interest focused on English-inspired associational plans. Th e pro-
gressive Catholics embraced Schulze-Delitzsch’s call to allow craftsmen to pool 
resources in the face of competition from industry, as well as Ferdinand Lassalle’s 
call to help make even industrial workers property owners, in part through profi t 
sharing and giving them a say in running their fi rms. Especially after the end of 
the anti-Catholic Kulturkampf, as the Catholic Center Party became the most 
important “governmental” party, the attitudes of the Catholic reformers to the 
state’s role in these welfare measures softened.86

For the urban Bürgertum, in particular, it was undoubtedly the vivid, recur-
ring experience of governing their own urban aff airs that made the paradigm 
of collective self-help so attractive. Especially in the half century after 1815, as 
many cities struggled to maintain their prerogatives in the face of increasingly 
assertive central states, urban Bürger conceived of their own form of constitu-
tionalism as an attractive model for the larger polity; in their eyes, maintaining 
local self-governance may have ranked above even economic liberalization and 
parliamentarization.87

Workers’ own past and present also could suggest the feasibility and attrac-
tiveness of self-governance or self-help.88 Memories of the recently disbanded 
guilds were still fresh. In the present, trade unions, especially the moderate ones 
in Britain to which Brentano looked with great admiration,89 provided one con-
temporary template for stability-enhancing worker organization and self-help. 
A slightly diff erent one followed from the movements, led by Schulze-Delitzsch 
and Friedrich Wilhelm Raiff eisen, to establish consumer, producer, and fi nancial 
cooperatives among people threatened by the competition of big business, such 
as farmers, craftsmen, and industrial workers.

By 1900, a powerful caucus within the bürgerliche social reform movement had 
come to see securing labor union rights as the key to solving the country’s most 
serious domestic problem. Over the previous decade it had become clear that 
other forms of social policy, including Bismarck’s insurance programs and work-
place regulations, were not slowing the growth of the SPD or socialist unions. 
Many middle-class reformers’ own sympathies for collective self-governance and 
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self-help made them amenable to, and even enthusiastic about, the unions’ de-
mands for full recognition. Conversely, the internal socialist debate about Eduard 
Bernstein’s “revisionism” seemed to hold out the prospect of rapprochement be-
tween moderate socialists and bürgerliche social reformers.

Although the SPD disappointingly rejected proposals to cooperate, in 1900, 
politicians from the Center, National Liberal, and Left Liberal parties, and prom-
inent academics from the Association for Social Policy launched a major new 
initiative of social reform. Given its prominent leadership, including the former 
reformist Prussian Minister of Trade Berlepsch, and its support from a wide array 
of groups, the Society for Social Reform quickly became the most infl uential re-
form group in the country.90 Refl ecting the degree to which support for economic 
democracy had penetrated, as Werner Sombart put it, “ever further into circles 
of the bourgeoisie,”91 this catholic group made union rights the centerpiece of 
its demands. Th e hopes reformers attached to unions were two-fold. On the one 
hand, the democratic practices and procedures within the unions, for example, in 
deciding whether to strike, would inculcate these habits within the proletariat.92 
On the other, the collective power of the unions would allow them to counteract 
the concentrated power of the employers, which had made a “fi ction” out of the 
free labor contract.93

Th e single most prominent fi gure among the reformers after 1900, Friedrich 
Naumann, also made democratic organization of the economy the lynchpin of 
his program. A student of Brentano’s during the 1880s and an observer of Frank-
furt am Main’s social policies during his time there in the 1890s as pastor in 
the Inner Mission, Naumann worked tirelessly—launching a new political as-
sociation, editing a journal, writing books and articles, and fi nally reuniting the 
fi ssiparous Left Liberals—to create a reform coalition from the National Liberal 
Bassermann to the Socialist Bebel. According to Naumann, economic democ-
racy would operate through multiple channels, including strong unions able to 
stand up to employers, but also factory parliaments representing management 
and workers.94 In addition to the intrinsic appeal of these democratic elements, 
the pastor Naumann, more than any other reformer, was moved by a prophetic 
sense of the inevitability of “organization” permeating all parts of society.

Contemporary scholars, adopting the terms of the debate between Lassalle 
and Schulze-Delitzsch in the 1860s, often have focused on the dichotomy be-
tween the two answers to the social problem that we have just surveyed: Staats-
hilfe vs. Selbsthilfe, the state or strong unions and economic democracy.95 And 
certainly, the divide was important, one we will encounter later in the struggles 
over state or corporatist control of the labor offi  ces and administration. However, 
the attention paid to the tensions between Staatshilfe and one particular form 
of Selbsthilfe—collective self-help—has obscured the central element they shared: 
a common commitment to “organization,” i.e., collective, political decision-
making of one kind or another. Th is commonality helps explain the widespread 
support for public organization of the labor market after 1900, which is a central 
theme of this book. It could also manifest itself in the thinking of somebody such 
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as Naumann, for whom both technocracy and democracy held magnetic appeal.96 
Th e conceptual reduction of Selbsthilfe to collective self-help explains the fact that 
the scholarly literature has overlooked the commonalities between the two vari-
ants of organization and instead emphasized only the diff erences.

Social reformers infl uenced public policy both directly and indirectly. Th eir ties 
to government offi  cials and parliamentarians were often personal or even ones of 
identity, blurring the boundaries between the groups. In the early 1890s, the “so-
cialists of the lectern” Schmoller and Wagner counseled Th eodor Lohmann, who 
wielded enormous infl uence from the second-tier of the Prussian Trade Ministry, 
as he crafted the worker protection legislation. Both men used their seats in the 
Prussian Upper Chamber, contacts to numerous members of the Lower House 
and Reichstag, and (at least in Schmoller’s case) close acquaintance with Reich-
Chancellor Bülow to infl uence legislation in the 1900s.97 Th e Trade Ministry 
offi  cial Lohmann himself bridged the milieus, as both infl uential civil servant 
and leading fi gure in the Protestant Inner Mission.98 Berlepsch no longer may 
have been Prussian Trade Minister when he helped found the Society for Social 
Reform in 1900, but his presence helped attract parliamentarians from the Cen-
ter, National Liberal, and Left Liberal Parties and opened numerous doors for the 
group in Berlin. For example, dynamic offi  cials from the Trade Ministry, whose 
eff orts on behalf of an individual-centered reform strategy we will encounter in 
the next chapter, contributed to the Society’s publications.99 Th e semi-offi  cial 
Prussian Central Bureau for Popular Welfare (before 1906, the Central Bureau for 
Organizations for Worker Welfare) provided a forum for nearly all major reform 
groups to interact with government offi  cials, in some cases off ering the latter the 
chance to test out their proposals for new legislation.100 At the level of vibrant 
municipal reform, a fi gure such as Karl Flesch not only shaped Frankfurt’s social 
policy, but also initiated or joined coordinating and advocacy groups, such as the 
Association of German Industrial Courts101 and Association of German Labor 
Exchanges,102 and contributed to such leading reform journals as Social Practice.

Th e indirect impact of the social reformers, the gravitational pull of their ideas, 
could be even greater. Th e highest Reich authorities often cited their arguments 
when they proposed new legislation. Less obvious were the profound ways in 
which the reformers set the agenda and the terms of debate in social policy, among 
the general public and within the government. Th e “socialists of the chair,” in 
particular, dominated the public sphere through their publications, prominence, 
and near-monopoly of university economics departments. Th anks, in no small 
part, to them many liberals abandoned their faith in “laissez faire.”103 Holding 
nearly all economics chairs from the 1890s onward, they also shaped the views of 
a generation of offi  cials who passed through their seminars. Th rough these and 
other channels—“specialized seminars, model institutions, statistical archives, 
petition drives and protests”—the reformers provided government authorities at 
all levels with common models of thought and action.104 Above all, these close 
interactions of experts and offi  cials encouraged the latter to view social problems 
as amenable to solutions based on detailed knowledge and “organization.”
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Th e state economic and welfare policy initiated and carried out by those gov-
ernment offi  cials was the other crucial background piece for the development of 
national policy on the labor market. Here, too, recent scholarship has demon-
strated the importance of ideas. Older studies, which treated Prussian and Reich 
governments largely as the puppets of economic interests, in particular heavy 
industry and agriculture, have made way for a new emphasis on the fragility of 
economic coalitions and the independent interests of the state and its functionar-
ies.105 Th ese interests centered on developing Germany as a powerful, and hence 
ultimately industrial, nation, while maintaining social stability. If the ministries 
in Berlin could agree broadly on these goals, however, there was still considerable 
disagreement about the balance between growth and stability, what they entailed 
more concretely, and the means to achieve them. As a number of recent studies 
of particular aspects of the German welfare state have shown, the German state 
was itself hardly a monolithic entity. Diff erent ideas about the paths to national 
strength and well being competed to shape policy.106

Predominant ideas regarding the “social question” infl uenced government 
policy in discrete stages, each one resulting from the apparent failure of its prede-
cessor to achieve success. In the 1880s, Bismarck introduced pioneering insurance 
programs against the risks of illness, accident, and invalidity or old age in order 
to attach the growing working class to the state. Th e massive Ruhr miners’ strike 
in 1889 and SPD successes in the Reichstag elections the following year led not 
only to Bismarck’s dismissal and the end of the Anti-Socialist law, but also to a 
“new course” in social policy under Wilhelm II and his Prussian Trade Minister 
von Berlepsch.

During this veritable springtime of hope among social reformers,107 the Reich 
government superceded the Bismarckian paradigm of social policy in a couple of 
directions, one in the spirit of Staatshilfe and the other of collective Selbsthilfe. 
First and foremost, the state initiated or deepened its involvement in worker 
protection: the budget for factory inspections was signifi cantly increased; labor 
protection laws prescribed working hours and conditions for women and chil-
dren, if not for men; factories had to publicize their internal work rules, which 
had to be approved by the local police; and, the basis was laid for a national labor 
census.108 Second, the government sanctioned, if only very cautiously, elements 
of economic democracy: cities with more than 20,000 inhabitants gained the 
right to set up “industrial courts,” with an equal number of worker and employer 
representatives and under a “neutral,” usually public, chairman, to adjudicate 
disputes.109 Also, for the fi rst time, a revised industrial code gave a public role and 
sanction to the “worker committees” that already had existed in some fi rms to 
help run company welfare programs and also set up new committees in publicly 
owned works.110

Again, it was the apparent failure of one set of policies to “solve” the core of 
the social problem, as refl ected in the growing strength of the socialist movement, 
which opened the door to a new approach. Worker unrest in the early 1890s and, 
especially, the SPD’s electoral successes in the 1893 elections, brought the New 
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Course to an abrupt end. Contrary to otherwise exemplary accounts,111 however, 
this did not spell the end of all positive measures of social policy. In fact, it was 
precisely in these years that the Prussian and Reich governments began to involve 
themselves in a new fi eld of social policy, labor exchanges and job placement.

Toward Public “Predominance”: Th e 1910 Law on Job-Placement

Th e Reich Law on Job-Placement of 1910 marked a turning point on the road 
to the Labor Administration. Even before the transforming experience of World 
War I, the German state committed itself to helping the public exchanges even-
tually “achieve predominance” in the entire labor market. Th e origins of the 
Job-Placement law reveal the interests and ideas pressing toward “organization.” 
Among those ideas, both Staatshilfe and collective Selbsthilfe played galvanizing 
roles, channeling reform in a particular direction once early, tentative measures 
proved disappointing.

Th e apparent failure of the New Course to stem the growth of the SPD set the 
stage not only for the seminal grassroots initiative at Frankfurt, but also for na-
tional eff orts to infl uence labor markets. It was another political problem, how-
ever, the accelerating fl ight from the land—the rush of agricultural workers to 
the booming cities—which fi rst triggered expanding public oversight of the labor 
market. Th ese early eff orts extended worker protection and the protecting hand 
of the state, beyond the workplace, out into the labor market.

Already in 1892, the central authorities had responded to large-scale unem-
ployment and urban unrest, especially among recent immigrants from the coun-
tryside, by advocating a greater role for local labor exchanges. It was only the 
sustained campaign, beginning in 1894, by agricultural interest groups against 
commercial job-placement agencies that prompted some state governments and 
the Reich to action, if at fi rst only cautiously.112 Th e Prussian Trade and Interior 
Ministries in 1894 encouraged towns to establish such offi  ces, but refrained from 
material support.113 Some states, such as Wurttemberg, took it upon themselves, 
once municipal exchanges had been set up locally, to unify them into a broader 
association, thereby obviating local initiative and control of the broader network. 
Th e Reich Interior Ministry’s request for information from the states on abuses 
by the commercial agents and on any regulations the governments had imposed 
revealed a variety of limited restrictions—for example, that the agencies had to 
maintain records of their placements—but no great sense of urgency about re-
form.114 Nonetheless, in some quarters in Berlin there was a hunger for bolder 
action. Johannes Miquel, who as mayor of Frankfurt in the 1880s had been a lib-
eral reformer, but since becoming Prussian Finance Minister in 1890 had moved 
to the right, expressed his support for an “advancing organization of labor” to be 
headed by “a member of the authorities.”115

By the end of the decade, intense battles over the renewal of the liberal Caprivi 
tariff s had further mobilized agricultural interests and created a political climate 
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more conducive to their concerns. Agriculture’s persistent drumbeat of criticism 
of the placement agents now led to greater public supervision of the labor mar-
ket. A petition by the Rhenish-Prussian agricultural association to the Bundesrat 
in 1897 demanded the introduction of mandatory licenses for commercial place-
ment agencies.116 Th e following year, a majority of the Reichstag endorsed the 
association’s demand,117 Prussian authorities encouraged local offi  cials to crack 
down on unsavory agents, and they announced that a new law was in the works.118 
At this time, the government still rejected demands for a so-called “necessity re-
quirement,” which would have made a license for a placement agency dependent 
on there being no extant public labor offi  ce. As the Prussian cabinet concluded, 
such a step would “create a bone of contention between industry and agriculture 
and would give the authorities improper infl uence upon the competition of the 
workers.”119 At this stage, the authorities in Berlin were still resisting the calls 
by interest groups and political parties to assume a greater responsibility for the 
labor market.

By 1899, however, after the failure in the Reichstag of a repressive bill directed 
at the SPD, Reich Interior Minister Posadowsky had abandoned his laissez faire 
commitments and inaugurated his own New Course, albeit with less fanfare than 
the one begun nearly a decade earlier.120 Posadowsky’s new thinking and policies 
demonstrated the possibility of a surprisingly easy symbiosis between Staatshilfe 
and collective Selbsthilfe. Still viscerally opposed to international socialism, Posa-
dowsky nonetheless insisted that “if one wants to pursue social political goals, 
the strong hand of the state must be present, in order to carry out the laws and 
thereby to maintain order and calm in the land.”121 Between 1900 and 1906, he 
expanded the state’s role in worker protection, funding workers’ housing, in-
troducing a merchant marine code, and extending child labor laws to cottage 
industry.122 On the other hand, with the help of the Center Party in particular, 
the Interior Minister promoted policies of worker self-help by, in 1901, making 
industrial courts mandatory in cities with more than 20,000 residents, intro-
ducing legislation to liberalize the laws governing unions, and proposing parity-
based chambers of labor.123

Th e revised Commercial Code passed by the Reichstag in 1900 contained the 
fi rst national regulations regarding job-placement. Th ese compelled private agen-
cies to obtain licenses, as agricultural interests had been demanding, and allowed 
the states to impose further regulations, such as those promulgated in Prussia in 
the following year. Th ese regulations obliged the commercial agents to keep re-
cords of all of their transactions, limited them to working out of clearly marked 
offi  ces, and forbad them from soliciting workers to change jobs.124

Within a few years, however, the 1900 regulations were widely deemed to be 
inadequate. Unabating complaints by agriculture, an energetic campaign against 
the agents by the public labor offi  ce movement, and, above all, the intensifying 
battle between employers and unions for control of the workforce overturned the 
government’s previous reticence about further interventions in the labor market. 
In the face of continuing urban disorder and of the now multifaceted political 
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struggle for infl uence over the workforce, some form of public administration of 
the labor market became Berlin’s long-term goal.

Licensing and the state regulations permitted by the 1900 legislation, critics 
of the private placement agencies argued, soon proved inadequate to the task. 
Th e number of agencies continued to grow, jumping 16 percent between the 
years 1895 and 1907.125 Th ey found creative ways to circumvent regulations, for 
example, by collecting the notices in newspapers of job openings and selling such 
lists. Furthermore, the variation in state regulations was said to impede improve-
ment.126 As the economy kept growing at a dizzying pace, migrants continued to 
stream from farms into factories. Th e Prussian government now even considered 
such drastic legal barriers to the fl ight from the land as laws hampering contract 
breaking127 and banning the placement of rural workers in city jobs.128

Th e public labor offi  ce movement, which had established a national umbrella 
organization and media forum in 1897–98, signifi cantly expanded its organiza-
tional work and attacks on private placement agencies after the turn of the cen-
tury.129 Th e recession of 1900–1902, which, though quantitatively mild, spread 
waves of anxiety throughout a country that had begun to expect uninterrupted 
growth, was a catalyst.130 For the fi rst time, Reich and Prussian authorities ex-
tended offi  cial aid. Th e Reich Statistical Offi  ce began to collect monthly reports 
from local labor offi  ces, and the Interior Ministry now contributed a stipend to 
support the Association’s hiring of an employee in order to get more local of-
fi ces on their feet and to coordinate between all of them.131 A perceived crisis of 
domestic stability had for the fi rst time given the state a role in the Association 
of German Labor Offi  ces.

In 1905, the Association launched “a major off ensive” against the commercial 
agencies.132 At its annual conference, participants bemoaned the inadequacies of 
the existing regulations and the main speaker, Franz Ludwig of Lübeck, presented 
a scathing 150-page booklet on Th e Commercial Labor Exchange.133 Ludwig de-
tailed the putative failings of the agencies: the du bious backgrounds and personal 
qualities of many agents, the exorbitant fees they charged, the false promises they 
made, and, above all, the unnecessary job changes they promoted. He and the 
others also pointed to labor market reforms in other countries. In some American 
states, in Hungary and, just the year before, in France, authorities had banned 
commercial agencies. Th ese arguments no doubt impressed German offi  cials and 
social reformers who (like their counterparts in other European countries) were 
keenly interested in learning from—and surpassing—the reforms of their neigh-
bors and rivals.134 Ludwig called for an outright ban on commercial agencies, 
or at least a tightening of the licensing requirements so that they would only be 
permitted if no adequate public offi  ce already existed. As the Frankfurter Zeitung 
noted, in the long run this would amount practically to the same thing as a ban. 
Th e campaign launched at the 1905 conference garnered widespread and gener-
ally quite positive attention from the media.135 Its criticisms of the for-profi t 
agencies and advocacy of a “necessity requirement” would be cited frequently in 
the eff orts that led to the 1910 law on job-placement.
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Another development after the turn of the century played an even more im-
portant role in creating a conducive atmosphere for such a law. After the SPD’s 
resounding success in the 1903 Reichstag election and the resumption of rapid 
economic growth the same year, confl ict between labor and industry became 
even more massive than before. Th e number of workers organized in unions had 
risen already from 256,000 in 1895 to 888,000 in 1903, and the average number 
of strikes per year had more than quadrupled from 104 between 1894 and 1898 
to 476 between 1899 and 1903.136 Inspired by the Russian revolution in 1905, 
radicals within the SPD propagated the idea of the general strike as a weapon 
of revolution. Particular labor confl icts, such as the month long strike of tex-
tile workers in Crimmitschau in 1903 and the Ruhr coal miners’ strike of 1905 
involving a quarter of a million workers, brought about a change in industry’s 
policy. Alarmed by the obvious strength of labor, and by the public’s support and 
the government’s tolerance of their opponents, employers more actively began 
organizing themselves. In 1904, heavy industry and manufacturing set up the 
Headquarters of German Employers’ Associations and the Association of Ger-
man Employers’ Associations, respectively, to better coordinate their interests. 
One of their main activities was to promote employer-run placement agencies, 
which between 1904 and 1912 increased their share of non-private placements 
by more than 50 percent, going from just over one-fi fth to more than one-third. 
Employers’ and unions’ placement offi  ces now sought to exclude the other side 
from control of the workforce. Even more than in the 1890s, infl uence over job 
placements became, after 1903/5, the object of intense partisan dispute.

Both sides’ fears of losing out drove them into the arms of a “neutral” public 
solution. As already mentioned, since about 1900 the socialist unions consistently 
had been calling for centralized public control of the labor offi  ces. At least some 
employers also perceived the benefi ts of public control. In the face of mounting 
worker turnover, the electrical giant Siemens, for instance, called in 1906 for a 
state-run “distribution of workers.”137

Simultaneously, however, the other strand of “organization,” collective self-
help, was also being swept forward by strong political tailwinds. As we saw above, 
a broad and infl uential coalition of social reformers, gathered most prominently 
in the Society for Social Reform, had come by the turn of the century to see 
“economic democracy” as the key to assuaging working class discontent. Among 
the non-socialist parties, the Left Liberals had repeatedly demanded the legal 
clarifi cation of the status of unions.138 Th e government’s most reliable support-
ers in the Reichstag on domestic policy, the Center Party, also strongly backed 
workers’ committees and non-socialist unions.139 Posadowsky, too, wanted to 
complement extended worker protection with steps toward more “economic de-
mocracy.” Th us, when, in 1904, the Center social policy expert and Reichstag 
representative Karl Trimborn offi  cially asked about the government’s plans in 
regard to the legal status of unions and to the creation of “chambers of labor,” in 
which workers and bosses could negotiate their diff erences, including control of 
labor offi  ces, the Interior Minister enthusiastically seized the initiative.140
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By the middle of the fi rst decade of the century, then, signifi cant pressure had 
built up to “organize” the labor market. Booming industrial cities continued to 
draw farmhands in from increasingly depopulated rural areas. On top of the long-
simmering tensions between industry and agriculture in regard to the limited 
supply of workers, the mutually exclusive claims of industry and the unions to a 
predominant infl uence over the workforce now added a further, potentially even 
more troublesome, dimension to the confl ict. Conversely, a newly assertive pub-
lic labor offi  ce movement expressly defi ned itself as being above the partisan fray. 
Th e overall political environment was also quite favorable to legal intervention. 
After the lull of the late 1890s, both Staatshilfe and collective Selbsthilfe seemed 
to be in the ascendant again. Th ough Chancellor Bülow, after 1906, would turn 
his back on the Catholic Center Party, which had been a reliable backer of social 
policy, the new Reich Interior Minister, Th eobald von Bethmann-Hollweg, also 
advocated a judicious use of Sozialpolitik as part of a cautious modernization 
strategy.141 In this Bethmann-Hollweg had an invaluable ally in the Chancellor 
himself. In the Reichstag and the German public, a veritable “social policy bloc”—
stretching from the Left Liberals to the Center and the SPD—supported public 
interventions as the best or only means to alleviate the ills of modern society. On 
the particular issue of curtailing private job placement agencies and bolstering 
public ones, even the Conservatives, increasingly the mouthpiece of rural in-
terests, were among the strongest advocates of state intervention. Revealing just 
how deeply support for public “organization” of economic life had penetrated 
the middle classes, National Liberals, too, favored the expansion of public labor 
offi  ces.142

Under these auspicious conditions, the Reich Interior Ministry began the 
push to establish public predominance over the labor market, at this point still in 
connection with legislation on chambers of labor. It recommended “using legal 
measures to work toward the displacement of commercial by public labor offi  ces, 
if at all possible.”143 Specifi cally, the Interior Minister rejected—“at least for the 
time being”—an outright ban on the private agencies, in part because this would 
mean, as it had in France, paying exorbitant compensation. Instead, he took up 
a proposal that had been broached by the Association of German Labor Offi  ces, 
but ultimately rejected in the negotiations leading up to the 1900 regulations. 
In 1906, the Berlin police director revived the idea that would become the cen-
tral mechanism by which public authorities would try to smother commercial 
agencies: introducing a “necessity test.” Commercial placement agencies would 
receive operating licenses only if a public offi  ce was nonexistent or somehow de-
fi cient. Th e goal of the measure was plain. As the Berlin police director had put 
it, the necessity test, in conjunction with “robust police and fi nancial support” 
of the best public labor offi  ces, should lead to the “eventual extinction” of the 
commercial agencies.144

In addition to maximum fees and the necessity test, the Interior Ministry in 
June 1907 suggested expanding the state’s role into a new realm. Th e law under 
consideration not only aimed to stifl e private job-placement agencies, but would 
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also allow states to regulate non-commercial offi  ces—above all, employer and 
union bureaus, as well as the various forms of “public interest” offi  ces.145 Th is as-
piration to expand state infl uence to all job-placement activities represented a 
signifi cant and telling turnaround from just a few years before. In 1903, a Berlin 
court had ruled against an employers’ placement offi  ce for operating without a 
license, thus extending the 1900 regulations for the fi rst time to non-commercial 
exchanges.146 At the time, the Reich Justice Ministry, state governments, and the 
parties in the Reichstag all had criticized roundly the judicial ruling as exceed-
ing the original intent of the 1900 regulations.147 Just four years later, after the 
worst labor strife in recent memory, the Reich government itself pushed for such 
an extension of political oversight. Public authorities now claimed an interest in 
maintaining order not only between industry and agriculture, but also between 
labor and business.

In the negotiations that followed and that led to the 1910 law on job place-
ment, the Interior Ministry eventually found “the basic agreement of nearly all 
state governments.”148 Doubts about the current quality of the public offi  ces found 
expression in a revised necessity clause: only if “suffi  cient” public offi  ces existed 
in a locality could the private agency be turned down for a license.149 Another 
modifi cation to the same clause specifi ed explicitly the public nature of the pre-
ferred offi  ces; rather than identifying these more generally as “offi  ces serving the 
general welfare”—which included philanthropic agencies—the law’s language 
now talked more narrowly of “public offi  ces serving the general welfare.”150

As these negotiations went on, a fl ood of condemnations of the private agen-
cies poured in from the public and press, drowning out the isolated supportive 
voices and the commercial agents themselves.151 Th e critical materials gathered 
for the Association of Labor Offi  ces by Franz Ludwig in his 1906 booklet Th e 
Commercial Labor Exchange continued to provide ammunition against the private 
agencies, even meriting a citation by the Interior Minister, when he presented the 
bill to the Reichstag and subsequent references to it in the ensuing parliamentary 
discussion.152 Th e infl uential Society for Social Reform called for a blanket ban on 
new licenses for commercial agencies so they would be “placed on a natural path 
to extinction.”153 A commentator in Social Practice drew attention to the more 
recent, complementary justifi cation for the bill: its role in dampening confl ict 
between employers and unions and thereby ensuring domestic political stability. 
Along with labor courts and arbitration offi  ces, he wrote, job placement was one 
of the two most important problems arising from the labor contract, “this funda-
ment of our national economy, our law, and therefore of our entire public life.” 
As a monopoly in this matter would confer tremendous power, job placement 
was “a problem of social welfare, demanding public and state interest.”154

In contrast to the deluge of vociferous denunciations of the commercial ex-
changes, critics of the proposed law stood out for their rarity and timidity. Th e 
fact that almost no one made a principled defense of the free market or ques-
tioned the advantages of “organization” suggested just how widespread support 
for the latter idea had become.
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By this point, the job placement bill had become disconnected from the more 
comprehensive chambers of labor legislation, the legislation for which had become 
deadlocked. Th is did nothing, though, to hold up passage of the job placement 
law.

When Interior Minister Delbrück presented the law to the Reichstag on 15 
February 1910, he wove together the various conditions and motivations into a 
single justifi cation of the bill.

Freedom of movement, railroad travel, the international connections of some businesses 

with their shifting seasonal demands … the attraction of the large cities, the rising demand 

for workers in industry, the lack of workers in agriculture, the increasing employment 

of foreign workers in agriculture.… the development of employee- and employer labor 

exchanges, which have gradually become weapons in the labor market: all of this presses 

toward a comprehensive organization of job placement and labor exchanges on the basis of 

public law and under the direction and supervision of the state.155

Th e government’s proposal squeezed commercial placement agencies from 
several sides. It forbade them simultaneously to operate related businesses, such 
as off ering accommodations to job-seekers, as they tended to do. It allowed states 
to set the fees they could charge, and more broadly to “regulate and supervise the 
agencies beyond these general stipulations.” Most importantly, the government’s 
bill required that commercial agencies obtain a license, which would only be 
given to “unsullied, reliable people.”

Beyond these particulars for cleaning up an ostensibly dirty business, the pro-
posed law delineated the steps toward a radically diff erent labor market of the fu-
ture. Commercial agencies would be able to obtain a license only when there was 
a need for such a placement agency. According to this “necessity clause,” the very 
existence of an “adequate” public offi  ce obviated the need of a commercial place-
ment agency. Th e Interior Minister expressed the government’s expectation that 
the law, and especially its necessity clause, “should lead in the course of events 
to private job placement becoming increasingly rare and in its place public job 
placement dedicated to furthering the general welfare becoming ever stronger 
and eventually achieving predominance.”156 Th e law targeted not only commer-
cial agencies, but also potentially all partisan, non-public offi  ces. Th e bill’s “most 
important provision,” according to Delbrück, allowed states to decide whether 
and to what extent the regulations also applied to union and employer labor 
exchanges, among others. If Delbrück spoke openly only about the public offi  ces 
one day achieving predominance over commercial agencies, the Reich Interior 
Minister also implied that a farther-reaching monopoly over all job placements 
was conceivable.

Th e government’s bill met with nearly universal enthusiasm, and, indeed, with 
calls for even bolder action, in the Reichstag. Only the small Polish party and the 
Radical People’s Party, whose free market roots had weakened but not completely 
withered since Eugen Richter’s death in 1906, expressed reservations about the 
bill’s apparent intent to eliminate commercial agencies, while still acknowledg-
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ing the need to combat abuses.157 Th e SPD, on the other hand, demanded the 
outright elimination of the commercial agents (as well as employer offi  ces), rather 
than the gradual suff ocation implied by the bill.158 All of the other parties, includ-
ing the Center, the Conservative parties, the National Liberals, and the Radical 
Coalition, embraced the government’s proposal with enthusiasm, while pressing 
for even tougher action. In committee, these parties “very considerably” stiff ened 
some of the bill’s provisions. More openly than the Interior Minister had, these 
parties embraced the prospect of eliminating all partisan labor exchanges and giv-
ing the public labor offi  ces a monopoly. Along with these measures to suppress 
commercial and partisan labor offi  ces, all of the parties (with the exception of the 
Poles) called for signifi cantly expanding Reich and state aid to the public ones.

In the end, all of the Reichstag parties voted for the bill—a most rare and 
remarkable instance of consensus in Imperial Germany and testimony to the by 
now nearly universal appeal of “organization” as a solution to social problems.159 
Not only the “social bloc” parties of Catholic Center, SPD, and Left Liberals, 
and even the National Liberals, supported the goal of defusing social confl ict 
by “organization,” whether through neutral administration or parity-control. In 
defense of their agrarian base, so too did the Conservatives. It was telling that at 
a time when the Reichstag parties were bitterly divided over fi nance reform, they 
could agree unanimously on the merits of “organization.” Th e now widespread 
support for this goal combined with particular interests to mark a milestone on 
the way to public control of the labor market.

Almost immediately the law, which came into eff ect on 2 June 1910, began 
achieving Delbrück’s purpose: the number of commercial offi  ces plummeted 
and the number of placements fell as well, if more slowly.160 Th e public offi  ces, 
on the other hand, began to rebound from the setbacks they had suff ered since 
the employers organized more eff ectively in 1904/5. In Prussia, for example, the 
number of public offi  ces had fallen from 288 in 1905 to 256 in 1909 and the 
number of placements had risen modestly from 460,000 in 1906 to 538,000 in 
1909. In the four years between the passage of the job placement law and World 
War I, both numbers surged. Th e number of offi  ces jumped more than 40 per-
cent to 376, and that of placements rose two and a half fold to 1.3 million.161 
Commercial agencies received a blow and public offi  ces a signifi cant boost from 
the government’s eff orts to “organize” the labor market.

In the quarter century before World War I, Germany’s dynamic industrial 
growth made control of the labor market seem to be an urgent political task. 
Rapid urbanization and bouts of mass unemployment threatened to overwhelm 
city services and undermine order. Agriculture’s loss of manpower to industry led 
the former to mobilize increasingly eff ectively from the mid 1890s onward in 
order to seek redress from the authorities. A decade later, the confl ict between a 
surging, newly self-confi dent, labor movement and defensive employers increas-
ingly turned labor offi  ces into political weapons. Under these conditions, munic-
ipal offi  cials in the Association of Labor Offi  ces, intellectual advocates of social 
reform, agrarian and union interest groups, and authorities in Berlin, especially 
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in the Ministry of the Interior, could press successfully to begin transforming a 
more or less free labor market into an “organized” one. Th is process would be 
vastly accelerated by World War I and then carried to completion in the 1920s.
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